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Tech Savvy Clerics expand CVE efforts
mation.
In order to reduce the appeal of extremist messages, it is vital, therefore, to
strengthen users’ ability to
critically evaluate online
content, especially when
children or young people
are involved.
In other words, the aim,
should be to improve media literacy, which of
course is defined as the
ability to access, understand and create communication.
For this reason, 14 clerics
affiliated with the CICC
embarked on a social media campaign to counter
violent extremism activities.
CICC clerics in a social media and radicalization training
Under the hashtag #clerics
workshop
opinion,
the
clerics
sought to increase the
he internet has democratized number of followers on the Facebook
access to communication and pages CVE NEWS and Twitter account
also blurred the lines between @cicckenya wher e articles and videos
producers and consumers. on countering violent extremism activiSome of these developments are unques- ties were shared to sensitize on negative
tionably positive, but they have also ideologies that the radicals use.
raised important questions about how The interactions and dialogue continued
information ought to be processed and to attract more people with more people
evaluated.
hailing the initiative as an out of the box
In particular, the internet makes it easy thinking.
to assess content, but difficult to establish origins and credibility of infor-

T

CVE players to synergize
counter-radicalization efforts

M

The building of
synergies with
government entities will help in
problem solving,
and saving resources while addressing social
problems
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ajor stakeholders in CVE work in the counties have observed the need
to build synergy amongst themselves. During a meeting among the
stakeholders, the need for cooperation and the benefits of community
policing to the public, police and other agencies was emphasized.

Members agreed to: Enhance the ability of communities to convey their concerns and their perspectives
on problems to the police and to become partners in finding tailored solutions to
their problems, which, in turn, can lead to improved crime prevention, improved
safety and an enhanced perception of safety;
 The strengthening of social bonds and cohesion within communities, which can
enhance their ability to address community issues and to withstand the social problems and pressures that could lead to crime or disorder in the future;
 The improvement of relations between the police and the public, increasing public
trust, which is particularly important for relationships between the police and communities that may have been burdened by conflict in the past;
 An increase in police credibility and legitimacy, through greater transparency and
accountability of police actions towards communities;
 The building of synergies with other government agencies so as to help in problem
solving, which can save resources while addressing social problems;
 An increase in the information, in terms of quantity, quality and diversity, that is
provided voluntarily by members of the public in support of police action;
 The enhancement of effectiveness and efficiency based on the benefits of technology and preventive action to solve problems
 An increase in police officers’ job satisfaction, due to more positive encounters
with the public; increased safety and self-confidence of officers, due to greater
awareness of potential hot spots and real dangers;
 A generally improved working climate in police agencies, due to department-wide
responsibilities and enhanced communication and co-operation between departments, as well as between front-line officers and their supervisors; and more avenues for career development.

Family laments radicalization of son

Middled aged Woman
Divorced
Brother joined Alshabaab
Year 2013

I

n 2013, my younger brother
joined the Alshabab terror Group
in Somalia. This marked the beginning of a painful period of our
lives that led to the death of our father and
breakage of my marriage.
Our mother passed on when we were
young and our father brought us up well.
My younger brother grew up responsible
and was accepted by many in the community. He was religious and loved attending
religious teachings in the mosque. Everybody appreciated him and his devotion to
religion.
Suddenly we began to witness major
changes in his behaviour. He became too
religious, requiring everybody to follow
religious teachings strictly. We were not
opposed to the idea of being religious but
the vigour sounded rude and disrespectful
especially to his elders. He then began to
isolate himself from the rest of the family
and often came home late. As the family
our effort to correct this unusual behaviour
bore no fruits.
One day to our shock and dismay we
discovered that our brother was in the
company of the renowned radical preacher
the late Sheikh Aboud Rogo. The Sheikh
was known for his extreme and radical

interpretation of the Quran to influence
youths into violent activities. Our brother
often said that he is fighting Jihad to protect the Islam faith that is under threat. To
ensure that Islam faith is protected, he
threatened anyone who professed Islam
faith but seem did not to observe it strictly,
i.e. dressing mode, socialising behaviours
or entertainment. He once beat our younger sister and left her with a permanent scar
on her legs because he found her listening
to Taraab Music. In 2013 our brother left
without informing the family of his intentions.
The family remained in darkness of his
where about until when we got reports that
he has been caught trying to cross the border to Somalia through the Boni forest in
Lamu. Their group was betrayed by small
children who they used to send to the shop
to buy them groceries since they didn’t
want to be identified by the community
members.
When the people in the
from page 3

“We were not opposed to following
religion strictly
but the vigour
sounded rude and
disrespectful especially to his elders.”

community observed the children going to
the shops and
Cont’d pg 10
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Woman laments radicalization of son
Mature Elderly
Woman
Married
Husband
is
Elderly
and
without a Job
Son recruited
into
AlShabaab.
Year 2014

I

“I began noticing
change of behaviour. He began
questioning
my
dressing style and
spoke to me angrily and sometimes
rudely.”
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am married to an elderly man
who is jobless. I have two children a boy and a girl from this
marriage. I keep goats and chicken which I sell to cater for family needs
and our children’s education.
I brought up my children to respect
others and follow religious teachings so
that their lives could be blessed. Through
selling of goats and poultry products, I
was able to educate my children though
with difficulties. When the boy got to form
two, I was unable to support his education.
Instead of always being sent home for fees
he opted to do odd jobs to earn an income
and support me in taking care of the family.
At that time my son was responsible,
respectful, a good listener to both parents
and outsiders, and never came home late.
Suddenly I began noticing change of behaviour. He began questioning my dressing style and spoke to me angrily and
sometimes rudely. As a woman, I told my
husband about our sons changing behaviour. He was summoned and we had a talk
with him. Instead of a positive response
our son became defensive and defiant.
The boy began spending most of his
time in the mosque. There were visiting
religious preachers giving religious lessons in the mosque. When they left, the
boy continued to spend more time in the
mosques with the local teacher for religious lessons.
One day in 2014 our son disappeared.
He was not alone but with a few others

from the village. We searched everywhere
but we could not find him. The local
teacher at the mosques when asked, did
not have clear answer as to where our son
was.
After months of searching and asking,
my son called me using a private number.
He confessed that he had crossed the border to Somali and life on the other side
was unbearable. He requested me to find
ways to bring him back home. This incident broke my heart and I did not know
what to do. I cried a lot after I heard my
son’s voice and what he is going through.
He is my only son among three daughters. I could not tell my husband fearing
this might shock him and cause him to fall
ill since he was already diabetic. I spent
days and night crying not knowing how to
help my son.
Four months later the boy called me
again but this time he mentioned that he
would be killed. He hanged the phone
without any further explanation. This time
I had to share this news with my husband
who due to his age and health could not
help much. We sought help from the government and civil society but not much has
been achieved.
I was left in suspense not knowing the
fate of my son. I have spent several days
and night crying with no solution. My
neighbours and community members have
remained supportive and helpful whenever
need be.
I hereby advice the community and
government to work together and be vigilant to ensure that no more youth are recruited by radical extremist groups.
<<contd pg 9>>
<<Contd page 9>>

CICC takes peace efforts in KILIFI

C

ICC has continued to
network with CSOs in
Kilifi County to find
better ways of promoting peace and security before and after
the general elections.
The organisation has been working under the Jamii Thabiti and
BRICS programmes currently being
implemented in the area.
Among the concerns that have
been raised by the residents are that
politicians use the unresolved land
agenda to woo voters.
Residents also observed that incitements and violence might be observed as supporters clash because of
their choices.
CICC noted that the main reason
of many unsuccessful development
projects was lack of active, effective
and lasting participation of the intended beneficiaries. The CICC under-

scored the need for community participation as an important aspect in development, because, the critical cornerstones of the social and economic
pillars is devolution depended on it.
It was anticipated that policymaking, public resource management
and revenue sharing and as especially
as devolved funds become key drivers
of development and communities will
need to be actively engaged so that
there is better targeting of resources.
In addition, there was need to enhance consultation and information
sharing process in the budgeting, implementation and monitoring and
evaluation aspects in development
projects.

Lack of adequate
consultation and
community participation was affecting the development agenda in
Kilifi County
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Women join efforts in CVE

A

Women have
special influence
and attachment to
their children and
they should
strengthen this
bond to offer guidance and counseling
to their
children.
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group of 42 women religious leaders participated
in a training workshop on
countering violent extremism which was held on 30th and 31st January at Royal court hotel in Mombasa
County
The training was an effort to create
understanding violent extremism and its
impact at the coast region and to analyse
their roles in the society.
The participants were drawn from
different interfaith and Civil Society organizations namely; SUPKEM, NCCK,
CIPK, CATHOLIC churches, Evangelical Alliance, Sauti ya Wanawake and Balozi wa Nyumba Kumi.
The women were urged to use their
advantage to ensure adequate measures
are put in place by various institutions to
protect youth and children from radical
ctivities.
It was noted that
women have a very special influence and attachment to their children
and they should
strengthen this bond so
as to ensure they offer
proper guidance and
counseling to their children on social and religious issues.
The economic situation in the county and
the responsibilities women have
was
said to
make
parents Women religious
leaders training
lack
workshop on CVE
enough at Royal court
time to hotel Mombasa.
interact,
care
and un-

derstand their children.
Owing to the above, the children became vulnerable to evil men, women and
recruiters to violent extremism.
It was also noted that women fear to
fight illicit drugs which make the children vulnerable to misuse, exploitation
and recruitment into militia and violent
groups.
The workshop recommended for
group action in the fight against drugs as
it would individuals who would have
been target if they worked alone.

Be more active in families, women urged

W

omen have
been urged
to be play
a greater
role in the development of
their families.
Bishop Paul Selel from
the South Coast emphasized
that women have a great role
in families, communities,
society, CSOs and also in
the government.
From the deliberations, a
participant argued that men
should also take up their responsibilities as parents.
This is because some were
said to be absent fathers;
either busy working or away
with other families especially the ones that are polygamous.
The participant also
urged fellow women to take
full responsibilities and not
blame the fathers as there
are some single mothers and
widows who raise their children well.
The women also discussed ways to help the
grass root women on how to
help their children avoid
radicalisation to violent extremism.
The women were urged
to continue creating awareness at home, mosques,
churches etc.
The Bishop urged parents to support their children in their studies because
most of the youths that engage in bad
youth groups and violent extremism activities did so after they failed in school.

Women should not blame husbands for failing children as there
are some single mothers and widows who raise their children well.
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Women device CVE strategies

Women will use
sensitization
through media,
workshops and
training at the
mosques and
churches for
CVE efforts.

w

omen leaders have come
up with strategies to
counter CVE in their respective areas. The action is aimed at dealing with actors, perpetrators, implementers, victims, supporters of
VE..
The women came up with CVE strategies that aimed at exposing the perpetrators,
creating awareness and teaching of the right
doctrine.
The women agreed to work with the
head of institutions to offer guidance and
counselling, conduct sensitization forums,
create income generating linkages and conduct entrepreneur trainings and dialogue forums dubbed “Gumzo mtaani”
The participants came up with different
methods in the action plan that included sensitization through media, workshops and
training to be done at the mosques and
churches, display posters about CVE.
They agreed to that the action should be
done by the women youth welfare and the
security agents.
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Other activities include income generating activities i.e. opening small businesses
and engage youths with talents to use their
talents wisely as well as conducting chief
barazas and encouraging Nyumba Kumi Initiatives.

taking the items towards the forest
they were questioned and security
informed.
During arrest, he was shot on the leg
and brought back to Mombasa. After
been taken to court he was released
on bond.

OPINION

Lets keep peace during elections

O

ften, the things we tend to hear
appear to fall on deaf ears no
matter what medium is used.
In early 2008, Kenya went
through a horrendous experience of postelection violence that let to more than
1,300 deaths and over 300,000 living as
IDPs.
Today, conflict has become part of human experience throughout history.
Many communities across Africa have
experienced war and conflict leaving the
affected devastated- physically, psychologically, emotionally, mentally and socially but the question is not whether
conflict is our choice, but does conflict
stabilize our freedom of democracy
through peaceful co-existence?
The entire globe is in the fore front promoting peace from young and old, communities to inter-religious organizations
and also leaders from different nations
and regions. Communities have been engaged in peaceful talks, forums, through
plays and even story telling as an instrument of peace building.
Fellow Kenyans, friends, leaders and the
entire globe thank you for reading
through, today I choose to write this
peace message as proof that Kenya is a
peaceful state, a Godly crafted and chosen nation harboring all tribes, a game
changer in wild life and tourism, cultural
diversity, and a nation full of minerals.
Born from different towns and counties,
tribes and mothers we still come as one
<<Contd from page 4>>
Since my son left I have been very careful to
observe any strange activities just to protect my
girls and other youths within my community from
falling into the same trap my son did. One day I
spotted some men regularly making trips passed
my house down to the ocean on motor bikes. I
reported the case and when the police followed it
up they were discovered to be Somalis who had
materials that promoted extremism. They were
taken to Bamburi police station for more investi-

people forming one nation.
We ought to understand that by causing
mayhem we are not creating a just environment for us to live, rather we are arising conflicts of a lifetime affecting generations to come. It is time to create
peaceful Kenya for everyone to live in.
This year 2017 is a historical moment
for Kenya, a time when Kenyans will be
electing leaders of their choice. Well,
prosperity comes not only through
change but also with the right direction.
All powers, is vested in the hands of every citizen- voting.
My plea to us, let us exercise living
peaceful always after and even before
election and there is a possibility around
us of people who just want to cause conflicts but it is however good to note; this
time round our stand is firmly rooted in
living harmoniously and that is our
shield.
Always have a peaceful mind and share
the message with others, progressive
talks and establish connections which
will lead to a better tomorrow in building
our nation, empowering our generation/
youths to always grow knowing peace is
an instrument of progress always.
By Justin Tsuma

gation.
My desire is to be supported to restart my
goat and vegetable farming PLUS CHARCOAL
BUSINESS. that will help me raise money for the
upkeep of my family and keep my girls in school
so that they are not tricked into negative behaviours just like their brother.
STORY BY CARROT
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Let’s love and care other

P

eace and harmony is needed
for the social and economic
development of any country.
However, the keeping of peace
is a fragile and sensitive area that requires the participation of every sector of
the society.
Faced with that knowledge, organizations, local people and even communities
get into the forefront of countering violence, saving lives, and healing shattered
communities with messages of hope and
new ways of countering the negative narrative.
The CICC in particular works with local
people to counter violence escalating and
build the foundations for lasting peace. I
have always believed that it is right for
citizens of a nation to develop love and
affection towards their country and work
towards betterment of the country.
Every human being deserves respect no
matter what religion or social status he/
she belongs to and the basic criteria to
prove that we are humans is by learning
each other’s religion and respecting everyone equally.
We have to love and care about everyone
equally even if they are not blood relations. I once asked a friend whether he
ever knew why conflict erupts now and
then, but guess what the answer he gave
shocked me, “Only during elections,”
Really? Do you even agree?
The reason why clashes occur is due to
lack of love towards other people. It is
astounding to find people loving each
other only during occasions and ceremonies like weddings. After such events
everyone goes their way, but folks it is
not the right way to end things but rather
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extend that relationship in every aspect.
As human beings need to live and communicate with one another. Further the
basis and quality of our lives are much
dependent on our relationship with other
people. Without good relationships, we
will find it quite challenging to have
peace.
Harmony means seeking peace and living a life without enmity. But before we
can have true peace and harmony with
others, we must first be reconciled with
God as a nation and as a people. As we
share this piece, somewhere in the country a tear is falling, and anguish persists
because of lack of peace.
In order to avoid such issues let love,
peace and harmony be the epitome of our
lively hood.
-By Justin Tsuma

Before we can have true peace and harmony with others, we must first be reconciled
with God as a nation and as a people.

POET’S CORNER

‘A WOMAN’S CRY’
Chained!

Recruits gathered from all that could be trodden upon

Chained by mysterious doctrines
Death to the fascist;

They are drunk with the concoction of war, bitterness

betrayers, non-cooperates are not an inch spared

Filled with the intoxication, they are turned to animals

Bombast everywhere

“Kill them! Destroy them, unless they are one of us!”

The known serenity disrupted

One of them? Are we not humans like you!

Men of robes surprisingly leading the runway

Maybe talk of faith, but that’s just an internal volition

Matching down our homes

which ought to be respected

Snatching every woman’s hope

Our women are crying; heed o the responsible:

Treasure to the matter of fact

“Why our children, why our men!!!!!”

Ripping; leaving bear

By GAS. 2017

I hear painful cries;
The responsible; their silence growing louder

HITIKADI KALI
Hodi hodi wanakwetu, nabisha mkurugenzi. kingi
Nataka wambia kitu, kinanitia simanzi
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali
Sikizeni kila mtu, mimi sifanyi upuzi
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali
Tamati nimefikia, sina mengi ya kusema
Wake kwa waume pia, sote tusirudi nyuma
Watu wanazoamini, ndiyo yao desturi
Inchi itaendelea, tukiwa mbele daima
Zilikuwa za zamani, wanawake kutahiri
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali
Mola peke katuumba, ila hatuko kamili
Haimana kwenda omba, kwa mganga na
ramli
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali

Mtunzi:juma Halfan Mwarorah
Lakabu:papa wa nazi
Nyali:0701989695

Wanawake kuwatenga, hilo silo jambo zuri
Ukweli ninaubonga, na ngumi niko tayari
Mabosi mnawaonga, mke siwe mhajiri
Wananchi tunaomba, tuwache itikadi kali
Kipita maofisini, wanaume ndio wengi
Ndio walio kazini, nambiwa wana misingi
Heti mama ni nyumbani, apike chakula
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MISSION
About CICC
Coast Interfaith Council of Clerics is a cler ical or ganization whose membership is drawn from mainstream religions organizations operating at the Coast
region of Kenya.
The organization was formed in 2001 and is a faith
based trust organization that consists of the following
member organizations:

·Supreme Council of Kenya Muslims (SUPKEM)



·Council of Imams and Preachers of Kenya (CIPK)



·Hindu Council of Kenya (HCK)



·The Catholic Church (KEC)



·The National Council of Churches of Kenya
( NCCK)



·The Evangelical Alliance of Kenya (EAK)



·The Organization of African Instituted Churches
(OAIC)



· Africa Traditional Religions.

To develop a culture of peaceful co-existence
among the people of Coast region in a
dynamic, diversified and multi-religious
environment through interfaith dialogue.

CORE VALUES
i) Fear of God: CICC believes in and seeks
God's guidance and intervention in all its
endeavors.
ii) Non-partisanship: In all dialogue and
arbitration processes CICC remains unbiased.
iii) Religious tolerance: CICC accommodates
its members regardless of their religious
affiliations in line with its constitution. CICC
is not an institution for religious conversion.

iv) Integrity: CICC is committed to and
practices a culture of honesty, transparency,
accountability and professionalism.
v) Social responsibility: CICC supports

P.O. Box 40466—80100,

VISION
To become the most reputable religious organization for
promoting harmonious and peaceful co-existence of the
people of Coast Region and beyond.

Mombasa—Kenya
Tel: +254-020-2684192
Office: +254 0726 752633
Email: cicc@swiftmombasa.com

Towards enduring peace and liberty

www.cicckenya.org

